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Product Datasheet

PageCatcher
Reuse existing PDF files in flexible ways.

Form-filling
● Use PageCatcher as the engine for
form-filling applications
● Volume form processing
High Performance
● Built-in compression features
Full Integration
● Use as part of an applications pipeline
Fully programmable
● Use scripts to manipulate PDF files in
millions of different ways
Platform-independence
● Desktop, server or embedded
● Windows XP, 2000, NT, 95, 98
● Mac OS 8.x, OS 9.x, OS X 10.x
● most variants of Unix, including Solaris,
AIX, Linux

What can PageCatcher be used for?
PageCatcher allows you to re-use existing PDF files in any number of ways:
● Add covers, backgrounds and templates to PDF documents
● "Fill in" a form extracted from an existing PDF document, emitting the filled form as a
stand alone PDF document
● Put new annotations on existing PDF pages, such as graphical logos, page numbers, or
other text
● Select or reorder pages from PDF documents
● Append PDF documents and assemble document packs
● Reformat PDF documents for compact printing, 2 pages of input to each output page
(2-up), or 4-up, or more
● Add thumbnails of other documents in your PDF
● Scale, rotate and control included templates, logos and annotations
● 'Stamp' Documents with comments such as "SAMPLE" and "DRAFT"
Example Use - Using background templates throughout your document
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Talks and Speakers Details
Keynote
Why design another programming language? [Keynote],
Guido van Rossum
day: 1, time: 9:00
The creator of Python muses on the forces that influenced
Python's design, and what lies ahead.

Guido van Rossum created Python, a major open source
programming language, in the early 1990s at CWI in
Amsterdam. He is still actively involved in Python's
development. In 1995 he moved to the United States, where
he now lives and works in Reston, Virginia for Zope
Corporation -- developers of Zope, the leading open source
content management system (written in Python, of course).

In the Spirit of C [Keynote], Greg Colvin
day: 2, time: 9:00
C++ and Java owe much to their C heritage, and the
usefulness of C has only been increased by the success of its
descendants. These languages serve a community of related
interests, and in my opinion need both constraints on
compatibility and room to grow in order to continue to be of
service. The most important maxim of the Spirit of C is "Trust
the Programmer." That maxim imposes a corollary obligation
on us as designers and standardizers to provide the
programmer with trustworthy and effective tools for the job at
hand. We will explore where and how these languages are
effective today, and what we need to do to maintain that
effectiveness into the future.

I Dr. Colvin learned to program in 1972, on a PDP-8. He has
been coding C and doing object oriented design since 1984,
C++ and generic design since 1988, has served on WG21
since 1990, is a founding Boost member, and has recently
joined WG 14. He has worked in the Oracle JVM group since
2000, and is Oracle's C/C++ liaison for ISO. He is also a
dedicated blues musician, recording engineer, Tennessee
Walking Horse breeder, and antiwar activist in what little spare
time remains.

The Cost of C & C++ Compatibility [Keynote], Andy Koenig
day: 2, time: 9:00
This was first presented as a technical session at the Autumn
meeting of WG21 and J16 (C++ Standards Committees).
During the talk I will consider various aspects of maintaining
backward compatibility within languages whose history
extends back almost 30 years. I will be examining the way in
which hardware development questions many of the
assumptions that are made in language design and use. The
main purpose of this keynote is to challenge your view of the
C family of languages and ask you to consider how we should
move forward.

Andrew Koenig is a member of the Communication Software
Research Department at AT&T Shannon Laboratory, which
was once part of Bell Laboratories. He has been working
mostly on C++ since 1986, and is the C++ standards
committee's project editor. He joined Bell Labs in 1977 from
Columbia University. Aside from C++, his work has included

programming language design and implementation, security,
automatic software distribution, online transaction processing,
and computer chess. He is the author or coauthor of more
than 150 articles and the book `C Traps and Pitfalls,' and
coauthor of the books `Ruminations on C++' and `Accelerated
C++.' He has taught courses at Columbia and Princeton
Universities and Stevens Institute of Technology, given
tutorials for Usenix Association, Stanford University, Boston
University, Lund Institute of Technology, ACCU, SIGS
Conferences, the Federal Open Systems Conference Board,
and the Federal Reserve Bank, and given invited talks for
IBM, Syracuse University, ACM, IEEE, Miller-Freeman, and
AT&T in Tokyo, and a keynote talk for the 10th International
Python conference.

The Internet, Software and Computers – A Report Card
[Keynote], Alan Lenton
day: 4, time: 9:00
The demise of the 'dot com' companies, the 'war' on terror, the
assault on peer-to-peer technologies, Microsoft's Paladium
initiative, the operation of the patent laws and changes to
copyright laws have a great deal of potential to change the
face of computing as we know it. Desk top computers are a
relatively recent innovation, and they are viewed by many
powerful grouping in society as a threat to their interests. This
talk looks at what is happening as they try to defend their
interests and how it will impact those who work with
computers.

Alan Lenton is in charge of the design, development and
programming of multi-player games for Interactive
Broadcasting Ltd. He also handles technical matters relating
to the delivery of the games over the Internet.
Multi-player games designed include Federation, an
adventure/economic simulation set in a future universe; Iron
Wolves, a submarine simulation; Age of Adventure, a
role-playing game based in Victorian times, now in beta-test;
and Barbarossa, a strategy wargame based on the German
invasion of Russia in 1941, now in alpha-test.
He lives in London, and as well as his work for Interactive
Broadcasting, he is a member of the BSI's C++ panel and a
long standing member of ACCU.
Alan produces a weekly newsletter covering issues affecting
the Internet and computing generally. Web site:
http://www.ibgames.net/alan

Track 1 - python
Pattern Experiences in C++, Mark Radford
day: 1, time: 10:30
My first contact with patterns was when I first read the "Gang
of Four" book in 1996. Six years later I revisit the GoF book
and several other books about patterns on a regular basis. I
find patterns a powerful tool in software development, and not
just as a source of solutions to problems - seeing applications
of known patterns leads to the increased confidence that, in
hindsight, problems have been solved in ways already known
to be effective!
This talk is about my experiences with patterns - taken from
the GoF book and from other sources - over the last six years,
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Step 1 - create a template

Talks and Speakers Details
Keynote
Why design another programming language? [Keynote],
Guido van Rossum
day: 1, time: 9:00

accu

Be Creative
● Allow editors and designers complete
freedom to design covers and
backgrounds
● Incorporate Logos, Illustrations,
Letterheads

PageCatcher is a breakthrough technology for creating new PDF documents using existing
PDF files. It can be used for a wide variety of purposes, from incorporating page templates
and backgrounds into existing PDF documents, to powering form completion applications.
PageCatcher is fully programmable and can be used alongside existing report solutions or
combined with other ReportLab solutions with truly impressive results.
PageCatcher is available as part of the ReportLab Enterprise Solutions package and can
also be licensed for integration into third-party products.

accu

Features

The creator of Python muses on the forces that influenced
Python's design, and what lies ahead.

Guido van Rossum created Python, a major open source
programming language, in the early 1990s at CWI in
Amsterdam. He is still actively involved in Python's
development. In 1995 he moved to the United States, where
he now lives and works in Reston, Virginia for Zope
Corporation -- developers of Zope, the leading open source
content management system (written in Python, of course).

In the Spirit of C [Keynote], Greg Colvin
day: 2, time: 9:00
C++ and Java owe much to their C heritage, and the
usefulness of C has only been increased by the success of its
descendants. These languages serve a community of related
interests, and in my opinion need both constraints on
compatibility and room to grow in order to continue to be of
service. The most important maxim of the Spirit of C is "Trust
the Programmer." That maxim imposes a corollary obligation
on us as designers and standardizers to provide the
programmer with trustworthy and effective tools for the job at
hand. We will explore where and how these languages are
effective today, and what we need to do to maintain that
effectiveness into the future.

I Dr. Colvin learned to program in 1972, on a PDP-8. He has
been coding C and doing object oriented design since 1984,
C++ and generic design since 1988, has served on WG21
since 1990, is a founding Boost member, and has recently
joined WG 14. He has worked in the Oracle JVM group since
2000, and is Oracle's C/C++ liaison for ISO. He is also a
dedicated blues musician, recording engineer, Tennessee
Walking Horse breeder, and antiwar activist in what little spare
time remains.

The Cost of C & C++ Compatibility [Keynote], Andy Koenig
day: 2, time: 9:00
This was first presented as a technical session at the Autumn
meeting of WG21 and J16 (C++ Standards Committees).
During the talk I will consider various aspects of maintaining
backward compatibility within languages whose history
extends back almost 30 years. I will be examining the way in
which hardware development questions many of the
assumptions that are made in language design and use. The
main purpose of this keynote is to challenge your view of the
C family of languages and ask you to consider how we should
move forward.

Andrew Koenig is a member of the Communication Software
Research Department at AT&T Shannon Laboratory, which
was once part of Bell Laboratories. He has been working
mostly on C++ since 1986, and is the C++ standards
committee's project editor. He joined Bell Labs in 1977 from
Columbia University. Aside from C++, his work has included

programming language design and implementation, security,
automatic software distribution, online transaction processing,
and computer chess. He is the author or coauthor of more
than 150 articles and the book `C Traps and Pitfalls,' and
coauthor of the books `Ruminations on C++' and `Accelerated
C++.' He has taught courses at Columbia and Princeton
Universities and Stevens Institute of Technology, given
tutorials for Usenix Association, Stanford University, Boston
University, Lund Institute of Technology, ACCU, SIGS
Conferences, the Federal Open Systems Conference Board,
and the Federal Reserve Bank, and given invited talks for
IBM, Syracuse University, ACM, IEEE, Miller-Freeman, and
AT&T in Tokyo, and a keynote talk for the 10th International
Python conference.

The Internet, Software and Computers – A Report Card
[Keynote], Alan Lenton
day: 4, time: 9:00
The demise of the 'dot com' companies, the 'war' on terror, the
assault on peer-to-peer technologies, Microsoft's Paladium
initiative, the operation of the patent laws and changes to
copyright laws have a great deal of potential to change the
face of computing as we know it. Desk top computers are a
relatively recent innovation, and they are viewed by many
powerful grouping in society as a threat to their interests. This
talk looks at what is happening as they try to defend their
interests and how it will impact those who work with
computers.

Alan Lenton is in charge of the design, development and
programming of multi-player games for Interactive
Broadcasting Ltd. He also handles technical matters relating
to the delivery of the games over the Internet.
Multi-player games designed include Federation, an
adventure/economic simulation set in a future universe; Iron
Wolves, a submarine simulation; Age of Adventure, a
role-playing game based in Victorian times, now in beta-test;
and Barbarossa, a strategy wargame based on the German
invasion of Russia in 1941, now in alpha-test.
He lives in London, and as well as his work for Interactive
Broadcasting, he is a member of the BSI's C++ panel and a
long standing member of ACCU.
Alan produces a weekly newsletter covering issues affecting
the Internet and computing generally. Web site:
http://www.ibgames.net/alan

Track 1 - python
Pattern Experiences in C++, Mark Radford
day: 1, time: 10:30
My first contact with patterns was when I first read the "Gang
of Four" book in 1996. Six years later I revisit the GoF book
and several other books about patterns on a regular basis. I
find patterns a powerful tool in software development, and not
just as a source of solutions to problems - seeing applications
of known patterns leads to the increased confidence that, in
hindsight, problems have been solved in ways already known
to be effective!
This talk is about my experiences with patterns - taken from
the GoF book and from other sources - over the last six years,
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Step 2 - produce content

Step 3 - pull them together

To create these illustrations, we used PageCatcher to capture the pages and resize them zoom in to take a closer look.

Product Datasheet: PageCatcher

Features

Benefits

Be Creative
Allow editors and designers
complete freedom to design
covers and backgrounds

●
●

●
●

Incorporate Logos, Illustrations, ●
Letterheads
●

●

Give stylistic control to designers
Open up new possiblities for white labelling and
personalizing PDF documents
Separate design from content
Re-use existing artwork and designs in creative ways
Use PageCatcher to import crisp, vector format graphics
such as corporate logos into your reports and display
them at any scale without loss of visual quality
import engineering designs, cartoons, or other
illustrations and artwork into your reports
Create business letter templates, complete with carefully
designed headers, footers and other graphical features,
using any tool that emits PDF files, and use the templates
in programs that automatically generate letters, memos,
or other documents

Form-filling
Use PageCatcher as the
engine for form-filling
applications

●

●

●

Volume form processing

●

●

Public forms can be used exactly "as is", no need to
re-draw them
In-house forms can be designed in your favourite visual
tool, exported to PDF and then PageCaught
Optional use of form tags in Report Markup Language to
mark up your forms making the process quick and easy
Can be used to generate hundreds of pages per hour in
volume forms applications
Put your forms and other documents into 'packs'
complete with cover letters and other documents

High Performance
Built-in compression features

●
●

●

●

Automatic compression to reduce file sizes
Once Pagecaught, re-use multiple times with negligible
impact on file size
Supports "sharing" of repeated layout features between
pages
Repeated complex elements can be "stored" once and
"reloaded" many times

Full Integration
Use as part of an applications
pipeline

●

●
●

Fully compatible with Report Markup Language (RML),
ReportLab's encryption utility and our Open Source
Toolkit
Call PageCaught files simply and easily from RML
Encrypt files containing PageCaught items

Fully programmable
Use scripts to manipulate PDF ● PageCatcher can be programmed to do batch processing
files in millions of different ways on clients and servers
● Automate processes such as document assembly
● Create custom scripts to manipulate PDFs on the fly or
as part of a batch process
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Platform-independence
Desktop, server or embedded

●
●

Windows XP, 2000, NT, 95, 98

●

●

●

Mac OS 8.x, OS 9.x, OS X 10.x ●
●
●

most variants of Unix, including
Solaris, AIX, Linux

●
●

●
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Deploy on all common server and desktop platforms
License as an embedded part for other applications
The same installation works seamlessly on all Win32
platforms
Unix and other installations share the same code base as
Win32
Develop on a Windows Desktop and install on a Unix
server
The Mac is the preferred platform of designers and
publishers
Use the platform of your preference
Mix and match platforms for development testing and
production
No need for additional hardware purchases
No need for complicating your IT hardware landscape to
add a reporting capability
Reduced training and administration costs

Product Datasheet: PageCatcher

Who should use this?
•

•

•

Web publishers creating rich,
database-driven websites that are
scalable, easy to maintain, and support
multiple languages.
Creative professionals developing asset
management solutions and multimedia
workflows.
Businesses needing to rapidly develop
flexible and scalable e-commerce
solutions.

System Requirements
•

There are no special hardware
requirements.

The Making of...
These datasheets and white papers are, of
course, generated from ReportLab's own
software. Here's how we do it:
• we defined a little XML document type to
hold the required information for product
datasheets and white papers.
• we are then free to use many of the
excellent XML editing tools such as XML
Spy (www.xmlspy.com) to input the data.
These check that the data complies with
the required format as you type.
• we designed a template in a mixture of
static RML and short dynamic
expressions in our PREPPY
preprocessor (much like JSP or ASP).
This is compiled on first use (or whenever
the design changes) into a program
which can merge the dynamic input and
create a "fully-expanded" RML document.
drawings and charts come from our
Diagra Charting and Graphics framework.
As well as generating crisp vector
drawings in PDF, Diagra can output EPS
for professional publishing and bitmaps
for the web.
• any "page miniatures" you see are
brought in using our PageCatcher
product, which lets us import existing
content from other PDF documents. A
single tag in the input tells it which page
to load from which PDF. These are the
exact pages from the sample application
– zoom in and look! (This does make the
PDF files larger).
• RML2PDF then converts the fully
expanded RML into a PDF document.
The program can be run on demand, but is
also run on our web server each night to
regenerate all the documents. And we
could easily produce HTML versions from
the original XML if we wished.
•

For More Information
For technical, sales or developer
information, either contact the addresses
below or send email to info@reportlab.com.
http://www.reportlab.com/
email: info@reportlab.com
ReportLab Europe Ltd
Media House, 3 Palmerston Road
Wimbledon
London SW19 1PG, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 8545 1570
Fax: +44 (0) 20 8545 1571
www.reportlab.com
info@reportlab.com
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